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 Introduction 

 Trickster figures have always been beloved. Whether he is named Coyote, Loki, Hermes, 

or Eshu, The Trickster dominates some of the most entertaining and captivating tales in all of 

mythology. However, trickster stories are largely absent from the religions that dominate our 

world today. In his book Trickster Makes This World, Lewis Hyde argues that monotheism is the 

driving force behind this removal, saying: “trickster only comes to light in the complex terrain of 

polytheism” He goes on to argue that “If the spiritual world is dominated by one high god 

opposed by a single embodiment of evil, then the ancient trickster disappears” because there is 

no room for an “amoral” figure in this intensely moral landscape. In a world dominated by 

Judeo-Christian monotheism, in which all of Hyde’s conditions apply, this is most definitely true. 

 However, Hyde makes an error in assuming that a monotheistic and dualistic system is by 

necessity one that pits one high embodiment of good against a single epitome of evil. After all, 

the good-evil dichotomy, while it dominates our most powerful religions today, is only one of 

many that exist in the world. Light and darkness also form a system of stark opposites, as do 

chaos and order. While all dichotomies can in some way reflect the dynamics of the good-evil 

duality, and have been used as metaphors for it, they are not quite the same. Darkness is not 

always evil, order not always good. 

 This distinction has huge implications for the existence of a trickster. After all, in a good-

evil system, there is no moral ambiguity. We are wholly supportive of the good; we throw our 

weight behind it, and in a contest between it and evil we invariably want good to triumph, and 

often to completely destroy its enemy. When it comes to light and dark or order and chaos, to 

systems that are not so morally defined, however, it is far more difficult to draw battle lines. 
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While we may support one over the other at certain times on certain days, these allegiances are 

far from constant, and even when we fervently support one side we can never hope for the 

complete annihilation of the other. We understand that the two must form a balance, some kind 

of uneasy understanding that allows them both to exist. It is this balance, this space between the 

two sides of the dichotomy, that gives the trickster air to breath and land to inhabit, and allows 

him to flourish once more. 

 In that spirit, I present the following series of trickster stories. They center around a God 

of Oa, who is the embodiment of order, and his greatest creation and ultimate adversary: Enku, 

the embodiment of chaos. This dichotomy is one that is not invested with the same moral 

language as the judo-christian one, which allows the amoral trickster to take his place in the 

order of things. The mantle of trickster in this system is taken up by Anshu, the entity the two of 

them create together as mediator between them. He has all the qualities of a trickster: he is 

motivated by appetite (though his appetites are usually more psychological than they are 

physical), he brings the potential for great change when he works his mischief, he is constantly 

on the road, and he is a creature of borders and crossing-places. However, he does it all while 

existing in a universe that is monotheistic, with a single great creator god. These are his stories. 
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How Anshu Came To Be 

 In the beginning, there was only the great black expanse, and silence, and stillness. And 

then there was something more. A form, all bright golden and white, straight lines and precise 

angles and control, burst from the dark, stretching out immaculate fingers. Every part of the 

sweeping expanse its grasp brushed over sprang into physical form. Planets and stars and tightly 

spiraling galaxies blossomed from its very glance sweeping over the deep dark. And in drawing 

thing from nothing this being learned what it was. He was stability. He was matter. He was rule 

of law. He was order. He was Oa. 

 But in the bright and busting lights of his creation there was noise, and from the noise 

something he could not have understood unfolded itself and stood before him. This creature was 

all dark purple and black, swirling curves and unleashed power, eyes meeting his in a fearsome 

demand for respect. And from the ragged edges of this new being’s form a second creation burst, 

intertwining itself with his. Unbound comets and bursting nebulae and formless clouds of cosmic 

dust streamed off of this new body, bumping and brushing against his own heavens, and this 

creature also learned what it was. She was instability. She was energy. She was anarchy. She was 

chaos. She was Enku. 

 The two strove against each other for a great many years, each trying to overwhelm the 

other in protection of the creation it had established, and it came to pass that the might of Oa was 

greater than the might of Enku. Slowly he drove her back from the universe they had forged 

together, diminishing her at every moment, until he was prepared to exile her entirely from 

reality. In his moment of triumph he looked out on the reality he had built, and saw in horror the 

universe he had birthed and loved frozen in stasis, life draining slowly out of it. The only stars 
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that still burned with lively fire were the ones the brushed against chaos’ diminished domain; his 

conquered territory was dying. Him without her, light without the dark, order without chaos, he 

realized in that moment of triumph that should have been his greatest but that was his lowest, 

was nothing more than rigor mortis. 

 And so, in the moment when he would have finished Enku for once and all, Oa extended 

to her an open hand, offering to her a a ceasefire that needed no words to be defined. She took it, 

and in that moment her power twined with his and sank deep into the heart of their universe. 

Planets spun in reckless orbits around their suns, nebulae swirled tightly into stars that burned 

fiercely, and order and chaos gave the universe brilliant, intelligible life. The two would never 

love each other, never trust each other, and would always push against each other in uneasy 

competition. But as they looked out with pride at the universe they had brought to life together, 

they understood that it was a universe they must share. 

 And in that moment, from their clasped hands, sprung forth Anshu.  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Anshu is given his duties 

 Anshu was, in all aspects, a child of the universe, a child in whom order and chaos strove 

in miniature, a marriage of his parents. Straight backed and dark-skinned, he gazed around him 

with the profound rapture of a newborn. His hair swept back behind him in a tangled mess of 

golden curls, swirling back and forth in the eddies of the universe. Every part of the universe that 

he brushed against splintered and reformed over and over, continuously merging and separating 

from itself. 

 Lifting pale hazel eyes from the wondering study of his own form, he gazed upon his 

parents with awe. “Who am I?” 

 Oa and Enku answered as one. “You are our child of fortune, created by the merging of 

our forms.” 

 Oa spoke. “You were created to mediate between the two of us when we are in dispute. 

For we will no longer strive to destroy each other, but will judge the fate of the universe through 

peaceful intercourse.” 

 Enku spoke. “You were created to deliver souls to the heaven they are most suited to 

when they die. For we have judged that there shall be two afterlives, one of order and one of 

chaos, and each soul shall reside for eternity in the eternity that it belongs to.” 

 They spoke as one once more. “You will be our will set loose in the universe, our minds 

at work in the life it will one day contain, and the force behind our words, to guide reality toward 

harmony.” 

 Anshu smiled. “I think I will enjoy these duties.” 
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Anshu Creates Life 

 In the days before life existed, Anshu’s days were full of exploration. He would freely 

wander the universe, taking on the shape of all he saw, for he could change his form to match 

that of anything he witnessed, and greatly enjoyed discovering new bodies to take on. Some days 

he would rocket around the outer edges of a star’s gravity as a comet, some days he would 

venture as close as he dared to the flaming behemoths while  taking on the form of a fire-blasted 

meteor, and every so often he would sail through the atmosphere of a solitary planet as a single 

grain of dust. Every day he amused himself by discovering the wonders of the universe, but 

always his mind hungered for more. 

 One of those days, as he wandered through the universe, seeking entertainment, he came 

across a young planet in the throes of violent upheaval. Buffeted to and fro by the other bodies it 

shared a star with, the planet was all fire and thunderclouds and boiling seas and thick gasses 

swirling madly. It was chaos the likes of which he had never seen before, wrapped around a core 

of molten iron that burned with a tightly controlled heat. It intrigued Anshu, beckoned him in 

with the promise of good play. 

 Drifting down through the atmosphere, Anshu marveled at the heat and power that 

swirled around him. Everywhere he turned there was noise and motion and excitement. He 

amused himself for some hours, becoming magma and sea foam and thunder to frolic through the 

nightmare, until he decided to take on his favorite form, that of a bolt of lightning. Streaking 

through the sky, he slammed himself electric into the roiling seas over and over, laughing all the 

while. And one of those times, amidst his joy and searing motion and brilliant light, something 

was born. 
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 Instantly, he knew that this something was different, could feel a difference in the fabric 

of the universe. Something existed now that had not existed on this planet before, had not existed 

in the entire universe before. When he bent his head to view it in full, he knew that what that 

difference was. The thing he saw before him was not something that behaved like the rest of the 

universe, something that obeyed the laws of circumstance. What he saw now was something 

much more like his parents, much more like him, a form of action and will and need and desire. 

It was something alive in the universe, the first of its kind. It was not much, he knew, not 

something to marvel at yet. But it was the start of something.  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Anshu Get Lost Between The Realms of Enku and Oa 

 Of all Anshu’s duties, the deliverance of freed souls to the afterlife that most suits them is 

the most important. Every evening he waits at at the edge of our world, patiently collecting all 

the souls that have departed the earth that day, separating them out and delivering each to their 

heaven. 

 To guide him in his daily quest, Enku and Oa paved the roads to their homes with 

different colored stones. Oa’s road was a pavement of brilliant white slabs of perfectly cut 

marble, Enku’s a morass of black cobblestones. When Anshu first learned of his daily task, his 

parents told him that he was never to stray from the roads when it came time at the end of the 

day to collect the souls, lest he commit the grave error of failing to fulfill his duty.  

 One day, however, as Anshu wandered between the realms of his parents on his way to 

collect the souls of the departed, a passing comet caught his eye. Rapt in study of the deep-space 

traveller, he drifted away from the roads and followed the streaking sphere, changing shape and 

becoming a chip of ice trailing in its wake. For a few merry hours he lost himself in exploration, 

until he turned to fulfill his most important duty and found he did not know where he was.  

 Alone in the cosmos for a long while he drifted, lost and confused, searching in vain for 

any sight that he might recognize, any marker that could help him find his way home. Finally, as 

the new day was almost set to dawn, his parents, seeing that no souls had yet been delivered to 

the afterlife, realized that he was lost and searched the universe for him. It took them little time 

to find him, and even less to bring him home. But they were furious with him. 

 That day no people entered either heaven. Their souls wandered helplessly on the roads, 

and with no guide to help them they became hopelessly lost among the cosmos, for none of them 
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knew the secrets of the roads of the heavens. For a time they drifted through the universe, alone 

and afraid, until they succumbed to the unfeeling demands of the void and winked out of 

existence. When Anshu heard this from his parents, he wept and promised he would never fail in 

his duty again, for he had learned of its great solemnity. And never, for the rest of eternity, did 

Anshu fail to collect the souls each day.  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Anshu Fools Oa and Enku 

 Every night, both Oa and Enku wander the universe to gaze upon their creation together. 

They discuss their great plans for it as they meander, marvel at the way it expands without their 

help, and debate the great mysteries it harbors. On some nights they even work together to spin 

new galaxies into existence, tight spirals and formless ellipticals shaped between them until they 

are both satisfied with the beauty of their creations. 

 One night, while his parents were out, Anshu worked some mischief-magic on the roads 

that his parents had built. Working all through the night and into the darkest hours of the 

morning, he slowly replaced the marble of Oa’s road with rough cobbles, and paved over the 

twisting road of Enku’s with shining marble. By the time the two returned, their roads had been 

completely replaced and they parted ways, unknowing participants in the game Anshu was 

playing with them. They each entered the realm they were led to, and only realized they had been 

fooled too late, after they had already crossed into the domain of their anathema.  

 Once they realized what Anshu had done, each tried to free themselves from the torment 

they were experiencing, but in vain. They were powerless in the realm of their foil, forced to 

endure a world utterly alien to them, overwhelmed by is strangeness. It was only Anshu, who 

was of both chaos and order, who could save them from their helplessness, and after he had 

replaced the roads he did rescue them both. He laughed at their confusion, as they wondered 

aloud how each could have taken the road of the other, and never told them what he had done. 

 For the rest of time both Oa and Enku would bear the scars of this trial. Never again 

would Oa completely embody order or Enku completely exemplify chaos, for the two would 

evermore carry just a trace of the other inside them.  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The People Try To Trick Anshu 

 It came to pass that humankind grew and grew, not just in number but in intelligence and 

ambition. They stopped mindlessly chasing after the animals and rooting around for the plants 

they wanted to eat. Instead, they planted the plants they wished to eat themselves, and placed 

traps for the animals. Snares and pits and nooses they set out each night, and every morning they 

reaped the benefits of their cleverness. 

 It so happened that one night Anshu was walking through a forest and came upon the 

pitiful sight of a hare, ensnared and struggling futilely. Sighing with compassion, he freed it with 

deft fingers and walked on. It did not take him long, however, to stumble upon another small 

animal caught up in a net, which he also freed. Soon enough, Anshu could be found every night 

in the forest, freeing any animals that he could find from the traps they had been caught in. 

 Of course, when the people in the nearby village discovered that something was freeing 

all their food, they set out to catch them. More and more devious traps they set, but Anshu 

evaded every single one with ease, and each morning the people found their endeavors fruitless. 

Then, in the midst of their hopelessness, one of the women of the village realized that the only 

thing they could do to catch this mysterious trickster was bait a trap with a trap. If they could lure 

the stranger in with a caught animal, she explained to the elders, then they could lie in wait and 

capture him when he arrived to free it. 

 The villagers set their trap, and it worked just as they had expected. Anshu in his nightly 

walk heard the sounds of a struggling hare they had tethered to a tree, and rushed over to help. 

The moment he appeared in the clearing, the villagers all rose out of their hiding places and 

charged toward him, to take him into custody. Alas, though, for they had tried to capture Anshu, 
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son of order and chaos itself, whose form was bound to no single thing. One instant he was in the 

clearing, and in another moment he had taken the form of a beetle and flown straight through the 

holes in the net the villagers sought to cast on him and away into the night. In his haste to escape, 

however, Anshu failed to realize that he had left something behind him: a roll of calfskin, on 

which he had drawn an image of every single animal he had rescued, to preserve for his own 

satisfaction his good work and quick thinking 

 The people looked in wonder at the curled leather, their eyes able to catch the figures and 

see them for the drawings of small animals they were. To each other they said in hushed tones 

“he has been keeping a record on this calfskin by making markings! This is something wise, 

something we should do as well.” The village adapted the system of recording with images, and 

used it for everything they could imagine, from trade to agriculture to hunting. Over the years the 

system would spread across to world, with humans changing and refining it, until it blossomed 

into the system that today we call the written word. A vast system that owes its thanks for such 

glory to Anshu’s humble roll of calfskin, its earliest ancestor.  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Anshu Gives Himself Away 

 Anshu loved to change shape. No matter the form, no matter the time, Anshu was always 

exploring the different aspects his being could take on. It was his greatest taste of freedom, 

shrugging off any form with nothing more than a single thought, and he delighted in changing 

himself into every single thing that he saw. 

 When his parents first learned that he could change his body, they were very anxious, and 

decided to tell him some of the secrets of shape-shifting. “Anshu,” they said, “you may change 

your shape into that of any animal or object you have seen, but you must always make sure that 

you keep yourself safe. What you lose in one form, you cannot reclaim in another.” 

 Anshu smiled and nodded, but did not believe them. “They are not like me,” he told 

himself. “I am neither order nor chaos but both combined, and the rules that bind them cannot 

bind me as well.” And Anshu went down to the earth, to amuse himself in as many forms as he 

pleased. 

 That day, as he was walking down a village road in the form of a man, he came across 

another man, weeping by the road with his hands over his eyes. “Old man, why do you weep?” 

The old man lifted unseeing eyes to Anshu, wringing his hands 

 “I cry because I am blind, and will never see my wife and children.”  

 Anshu was moved to pity by the old wretch, and plucked his own eyes out of his head, 

giving them to the old man. “Here, have my eyes, grandfater, and go see your children tonight.” 

The man took the eyes, rejoiced, and thanked Anshu, who walked away blind and happy that he 

had been able to change this man’s life for the better. 

 Anshu walked on, until he heard a woman crying. “Woman, why do you cry?” he asked. 
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 “I cry because I have lost my hands to leprosy, and will never work my pottery wheel 

again.” 

 Anshu was moved to pity once again, and held out his own hands to this woman. “Take 

my hands, grandmother, and go back to your pottery wheel tomorrow morning.” The woman 

took his hands happily, and thanked him, and Anshu walked away from her happy that he had 

been able to change her life for the better. 

 This happened many times, until Anshu had given away his ears and his nose and even 

the rest of his arms, and stumbled along the road, blind and tripping over himself and struggling 

back to his feet again and again. 

 This made Anshu uncomfortable, and he wanted to have his eyes and nose and ears and 

arms back. So he said to himself “now I will change into a bird, and fly back to Oa and Enku to 

show them how kind I have been.” And he tried to change forms, but when he became a bird he 

found that he had no eyes or beak or wings. Then he tried to become a tiger, but found himself a 

tiger with no eyes or front legs or snout or ears. A hundred different shapes Anshu tried to take 

on in a heartbeat, and each one was missing the very things he had given away. 

 It was this way that Oa and Enku found him that evening, crying and disfigured and 

helpless. Once he had promised them that he had learned his lesson and would never take 

himself apart again, they gave him new eyes and ears and arms and a brand new nose. And 

Anshu truly had learned his lesson, for whenever he changed shapes in the future he was always 

very careful to keep himself safe and whole, and never let himself come to pieces again.  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Anshu Makes the First Flute 

 One day, still many years before humankind had learned to read or write their histories, 

Anshu was wandering deep within a forest when his ears were struck by a haunting, keening 

sound. Intrigued, Anshu pursued the sound until he found its startling source: a dead tree. Years 

and years before, a bolt of lightning had blasted an oaken giant, forcing it to the ground in death. 

Over the intervening decades a single branch of the tree had been slowly hollowed out by insects 

and the elements. It was the wind whistling through this hollow branch that had created the 

sound Anshu heard. 

 Smiling, Anshu reached down and broke the hollow branch off from the tree, passing 

fingers along it to sooth the bumps and whorls on its surface to smoothness. Pressing his fingers 

against the smooth shell, he pushed holes into the top of the smooth cylinder and placed his 

fingers over them. Blowing through one of the holes and moving his fingers, he delighted at the 

changing sounds he could make. Excited to share this strange new magic with the world, he 

came out of the forest and began to play in taverns all over the world. No matter where he went 

or whom he played for, his music gave to those who heard it the gift of wonder and awe. All 

were captivated by what they heard when Anshu played. 

 Soon rumors of the flute spread far and wide, and people began to crave the new 

instrument for themselves. Chieftains and kings and the wealthiest of men all begged him for the 

flute, offering him power or riches or knowledge in exchange for the wondrous instrument. 

Anshu always agreed, so long as the person to whom he gave the flute promised to tell to all they 

knew the story of Anshu, the trickster who made the first flute. But none of them intended to 

keep their promise, and non of them did, so focused were they on the magnificent uniqueness of 
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the object they had in their position. And so every night Anshu stole the flute back from those 

who had falsely bargained with him for it. Thus a new legend spread, the legend of a trickster 

named Asnhu who stole his own flute from those to whom he gave it as punishment for their 

broken promises. 

 And in the end Anshu, having gotten his wish, kept his end of the bargain as well. When 

the trickster named Anshu had become a tale almost every child was told, he gave up his flute. 

Not to any great sovereign or scholar or warlord, though. No, Anshu gave the flute to a humble 

shepherd, and it brightened his days and the days of his family for the rest of their lives, after 

which the flute passed into hands that copied it and made their own, and still more after that who 

copied and made their own once again and again and again, until the flute of Anshu had spread 

just as far and wide as his name.  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Anshu Buries His Treasure 

 Anshu’s favorite animals have always been squirrels. He has loved them for centuries, 

since he first came upon one storing nuts for the winter. It was a cold, crisp, day, the first truly 

cold day of fall, and as Anshu walked through the forest and shivered and considered becoming a 

bird to fly away to warmer climates, he spotted a squirrel frantically burying nuts. 

 Instantly he became a squirrel, and spent the entire fall with a family of them, learning 

their secrets. For months he was taught how to choose which nuts to store, how to choose where 

to store them, how to find his way back to them every spring without ever marking down where 

he’d hid them. By the time the spring came blooming forth, Anshu had learned all there was to 

learn from the secret lore of squirrels, and took the form of a man once more, to rejoin their 

world. 

 Instantly he went to a small crossroads a few miles outside of a village, dug a large hole, 

and put most of the dirt back in it. As soon as he saw a man approaching, Anshu applied himself 

busily to the task of filling in the rest of the hole, and when asking what he was burying, replied 

that he was storing away treasure unmeasurable under the ground, to protect it until he returned 

to that place. The man went from there into a nearby village, and told everyone he met of the 

strange man burying a fortune in the ground instead of using it. But when some of the villagers 

returned in the dead of night to claim what had been buried so openly, they found nothing 

waiting for them but soil and worms. 

 Far and wide the story of the secret and buried treasure spread from where Anshu had 

hidden it, inspiring hunter after hunter, thief after thief, to come and find the mysterious riches 

stored away by the odd man. And yet, no matter how hard how many people tried, none of them 
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could ever find the legendary treasure of Anshu. There was no treasure left to find. For Anshu 

had fooled them all, with nothing more than a shovel and a bit of dirt. 

 But the true trick played, the one that made Anshu smile for years to come when he 

thought of it, is this: every young man or woman who has ever packed up their belongings and 

struck out to find something wonderful, every great adventurer and fabled explorer, every soul 

that ever yearned to strike out and discover, is in some way still chasing after that first, fabled 

trick-treasure buried so long ago by Anshu.  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Anshu Makes A Friend 

 Anshu loved the night more than any other time on earth. He would happily wander the 

dark, enjoying the starlight bathing his body, the cool air caressing his limbs, the dew under his 

feet. It was a beautiful time, and he loved to gaze up at the diamond-dotted heavens and marvel 

at the vastness he had experienced. But what he never confessed, even to himself, was that the 

night made him feel lonely as well, lonely in a world that held nothing else quite like him. 

 Every night he looked up at the moon, another lonely wanderer, and felt that if only she 

could speak, he would have someone to share his pain with, someone to talk to on these long and 

lonely nights. One night he couldn’t bear the feeling any longer, and called out. “Oh moon, if 

only you had a voice to share with me, that I might have a companion these long and lonely 

nights!” To his shock, a soft voice answered his own. 

 “Who is it that calls my name, which I have not heard pronounced in many a long year?” 

Anshu was startled for a moment, and afraid. But he spoke his reply anyways. 

 “I called your name, I who am Anshu, son of order and chaos, and alone in this world.” 

The moon was silent for a moment before answering. 

 “Well then, Anshu, to you I say that I am the daughter of order and chaos, brought into 

this world through the collision of planets and sculpted by gravity’s laws, and I am also alone in 

this world.” When Anshu heard this he smiled and flew up from the earth to meet the moon. 

 “You are alone no longer,” he said as he alighted on her surface. “For now we two 

wanderers have found each other.” And the two of them became fast friends, and remain so 

today.
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